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Abstract

We present TensorForest, a highly scalable open-sourced system built on top of TensorFlow for the training and evaluation of random forests. TensorForest achieves scalability by combining a variant of the online Hoeffding Tree algorithm with the extremely randomized approach, and by using TensorFlow’s native support for distributed computation. This paper describes TensorForest’s architecture, analyzes several alternatives to the Hoeffding bound for per-node split determination, reports performance on a selection of large and small public datasets, and demonstrates the benefit of tight integration with the larger TensorFlow platform.

1 Introduction

One of the well-known “secrets” of applied machine learning has been the remarkable effectiveness of random forests [1] as a general purpose method. Random forests have consistently placed well in empirical benchmarks for more than a decade, including small-scale studies [2], studies with higher dimensional data [3], and numerous Kaggle competitions. However, despite their success, they have received relatively little attention in recent years. Meanwhile, deep neural networks and their supporting open-source platforms like TensorFlow [4] have grown extremely popular.

We decided to create a scalable random forest implementation within TensorFlow to ensure that TensorFlow users are not locked in to a narrow set of algorithms. We also suspected that pushing the limits of scalability of random forests might show continued gains in performance. Finally, this integration pairs random forests with a wide range of dimensionality reduction methods in TensorFlow, such as those created by the intermediate layers of deep neural networks.

TensorForest is implemented as a set of decision trees learned in an online, greedy fashion in the manner of Hoeffding Trees [5]. However, we found that the classical Hoeffding bound was insufficiently tight, so we explored and report on a number of alternative bounds. We also exploit the extremely randomized trees [6] methodology for improved scalability.

Open Source. TensorForest is available open source as part of the main TensorFlow distribution.

Related Work. There are a number of open-source random forest implementations available; most of these, such as the one in scikit-learn, operate with batch training rather than online training, and scale poorly to very large data sets. One large-scale distributed approach to decision tree training used a MapReduce framework [7] in iterative fashion to perform the full batch (non-online) greedy algorithm, but was limited to some degree by MapReduce’s lack of support for streaming data. The most similar open-source package to TensorForest is the SAMOA framework, which ports the online decision trees of the MOA package to a distributed stream processing engine [8]. However, the tight integration of TensorForest within the larger TensorFlow framework gives additional benefit, allowing users to cleanly combine random forest methods with additional methods such as dimensionality reduction using learned deep embeddings.
1. **Init**: Tree = [root], Fertile = {root}, Stats(root) = 0, Splits(root) =[].

2. For each batch \(B = \{x_i, y_i\}\) of training data,
   (a) Compute the leaf assignment \(l_i\) of each \(x_i\).
   (b) Update the leaf statistics Stats\((l_i)\) based on \(x_i, y_i\).
   (c) For each fertile leaf (i.e., \(l_i\) in the set Fertile), if \(|\text{Splits}(l_i)| < \text{max_splits}\), pick a feature \(j\) at random and add the split \((j, x_{ij})\) to Splits\((l_i)\).
   (d) Otherwise, if \(l_i\) is fertile and \(|\text{Splits}(l_i)| = \text{max_splits}\), update the split statistics for \(l_i\) using \(x_i, y_i\).
   (e) Calculate the fertile leaves that are finished (see below). For every non-stale finished leaf, turn it into an internal node with its best scoring split, remove it from Fertile, and add its two children to Tree as leaves.
   (f) If \(|\text{Fertile}| < \text{max_fertile}\), add the max_fertile − |Fertile| leaves with the highest weighted leaf scores to Fertile and initialize their Splits and split statistics.

**Until** |Tree| = max_nodes or |Tree| stays the same for max_batches_to_grow batches.

Figure 1: TensorForest’s core algorithm for training a single tree.

## 2 Algorithm

Our basic algorithm (Figure 1) is a combination of Hoeffding Trees and extremely randomized trees. Following Hoeffding Trees, we prefer to find a “good enough” splitting rule quickly rather than the optimal split more slowly; specifically, we terminate the search for the best split after looking at a fixed number of samples. Similarly, we adopt the extremely randomized approach of considering only a sample of candidate split points.

Taken together, those two changes bound the number of training samples required to split a node. An additional change, initially proposed in [9], is required to bound the amount of memory used by the algorithm as a whole to a reasonable amount: the number of nodes collecting split statistics (i.e., “fertile” nodes) at any given time is limited. Once this limit is reached, new leaves can only become fertile when a fertile node becomes finished; the next fertile node is picked using the weighted leaf score, which is just the regular leaf score multiplied by the number of samples seen so far by the leaf.

Fertile leaves are declared finished when one or more of the following occur:

1. The leaf has accumulated split_after_samples samples.
2. The leaf is fertile for more than one entire pass of the data set. Such a leaf is called stale, and is not split.
3. A statistical estimate (see section 4 for details) declares that the current best scoring split has a \(p\) or greater chance of being the asymptotically best scoring split, where \(p\) is a tuning parameter.

For classification problems, the leaf and split statistics are per-class counts, and the leaf and split scores are both Gini impurity [1]. For regression problems, the leaf and split statistics are the sample counts, sums, and sums of squares, and the leaf and split scores are the variances.

Training a forest is done by training the trees in parallel, in online fashion, relying on the extremely randomized approach to induce diversity. (We do not exploit any intra-tree parallelism in the current implementation).

## 3 Architecture

TensorFlow is a dataflow language, in which computations are expressed as a graph of operations and stateful variables which communicate via multi-dimensional arrays called tensors. To implement our algorithm in TensorFlow, we chose to represent each tree and each tree’s statistics as a handful of tensors, and we created a new TensorFlow operation for each algorithm step (see Figure 2). To give
just one example, there is a float-valued tensor \( t \) for each tree that stores all of its split thresholds, with \( t[i] \) being the split threshold for internal node \( i \).

We considered some alternative architectures. We could have chosen the decision tree node as the level of representation, in which case the dataflow graph would have appealingly looked like a tree. However, this representation would have been impractical for large trees because of the overhead incurred in instantiating and evoking each operation, as well as the time required to create the graph in Python. In addition, TensorFlow currently imposes a 2 GB limit on the size of the serialized computation graph, which would have capped forest size substantially in comparison.

Another representation we examined was to represent each tree and its statistics as C structs when in memory, and as tensors of binary data when in transit. This would have been easier to program against, and would have had better data locality (all of the data for a single node would be in one place, rather than spread among multiple tensors), but each operation using the tree or statistics would have had to deserialize them from a string-valued tensor, at prohibitive cost.

4 Statistical Bounds

We now more closely examine the issue of how to determine whether, with high confidence, we have seen enough data at a fertile leaf in order to pick the best split. For concreteness we only consider the classification context, where for each split \( i \in 1 \ldots m \) we have left and right per-class probability count vectors \( L_i \) and \( R_i \). We take the splits to be in increasing order of their split score \( S_i \), which is simply the sum of the Gini impurities on the left and the right:

\[
S_i = G(L_i) + G(R_i), \quad G(C) = 1 - \sum_j \left( \frac{C_j}{N_C} \right)^2, \quad N_C = \sum_j C_j
\]  

In the above equation, and throughout this section, sums will range over the number of classes.

The standard solution to this question is the Hoeffding Tree bound [5], which states that split 1 is asymptotically better than split 2 with probability \( 1 - \delta \) if

\[
|S_2 - S_1| > \sqrt{\frac{R^2 \ln(1/\delta)}{2N}}
\]  

where \( R \) is the range of \( |S_2 - S_1| \), which is 2, and \( N = N_{L_1} + N_{R_1} = N_{L_2} + N_{R_2} \) is the number of examples seen by the fertile node.

We found two issues with using this bound in our system. First, in real world data, there are frequently two features which are identical or nearly identical. If such features are chosen as splits with the same threshold values, then their split scores will remain the same (and \( |S_2 - S_1| \) will be zero) for a very long, possibly infinitely long, time. As a practical solution, we force a split to be chosen after at most \( \text{split}_\text{after}_\text{samples} \) training points, breaking ties arbitrarily.

The second issue is that the Hoeffding bounds are quite loose when compared to the true probabilities of split 2 asymptotically having a lower Gini impurity than split 1. Table[1] reports the Hoeffding bounds and the true probabilities for a selection of examples. For the table, we algebraically manipulate the usual presentation of the Hoeffding bound in equation[2] into the equivalent

\[
1 - \delta < 1 - e^{-2N|S_2 - S_1|^2R^{-2}}
\]  

3
The true probabilities $P(G_1 > G_2)$ were derived as follows: let split 1 and split 2 have left count vectors $L_1$ and $L_2$. For simplicity, we ignore the right sides of the splits and assume instead that $\sum_i L_{1,i} = \sum_i L_{2,i}$; any bound violations in this situation can then be converted into a full bound violation by letting $R_1 = L_1$ and $R_2 = L_2$. If the asymptotic class probabilities induced by splits 1 and 2 are $(\hat{\alpha}, 1 - \hat{\alpha})$ and $(\hat{\beta}, 2 - \hat{\beta})$, then we may then obtain the true probability $P(G_1 > G_2)$ by integrating

$$P(l_1, l_2 | L_1, L_2) = \frac{l_1^{L_{1,1}}(1 - l_1)^{L_{1,2}}l_2^{L_{2,1}}(1 - l_2)^{L_{2,2}}}{B(L_{1,1} + 1, L_{1,2} + 1)B(L_{2,1} + 1, L_{2,2} + 1)}$$

over the region defined by $G(l_1, 1 - l_1) > G(l_2, 2 - l_2)$, where $B(\alpha, \beta)$ is the beta function.

Because of the lack of tightness in the Hoeffding bound, we have explored a number of alternative methods for determining when to split a fertile node. First, we derived an alternative statistical bound based on the multivariate Chebyshev Inequality

$$P(|X - \mu| < \epsilon) > 1 - \frac{\text{tr}(\Sigma)}{\epsilon^2}$$

for a random vector $X$ with mean $\mu$ and covariance matrix $\Sigma$. To apply it, we consider $X = (l_1, r_1, l_2, r_2)$ where as before $l_i$ and $r_i$ are the unknown asymptotic per-class frequencies induced by split $i$ on the left and right respectively. $X$ is thus the Cartesian product of four Dirichlet variables, and has mean

$$\mu = \left( \begin{array}{c} L_1 + 1 \\ \frac{R_1 + 1}{\sum_i R_{1,i} + 1} \\ \frac{L_2 + 1}{\sum_i L_{2,i} + 1} \\ \frac{R_2 + 1}{\sum_i R_{2,i} + 1} \end{array} \right)$$

where $1$ is the vector of all $1$'s. The trace of the covariance matrix $\text{tr}(\Sigma)$ can be decomposed as $\text{tr}(\Sigma) = \text{tr}(\Sigma_{L_1}) + \text{tr}(\Sigma_{R_1}) + \text{tr}(\Sigma_{L_2}) + \text{tr}(\Sigma_{R_2})$ where the trace of the covariance matrix associated with the counts $C$ is

$$\text{tr}(\Sigma_C) = c^2 - \sum_i (C_i + 1)^2, \quad c = \sum_i (C_i + 1)$$

The final variable $\epsilon$ is the distance between $\mu$ and the nearest point $(a, b, c, d)$ to it on the surface defined by $G(a) + G(b) = G(c) + G(d), a \cdot 1 = 1, b \cdot 1 = 1, c \cdot 1 = 1, d \cdot 1 = 1$; this point can be found by applying Lagrange multipliers and solving a quadratic equation. As Table 1 shows, however, the resulting Chebyshev upper bound is much too loose to be useful in practice.

Second, we tried a jackknife estimate [10] based on removing 1 sample in all possible ways from the true count vectors. Unfortunately, this often gave unreliable probability estimates. For example, the jackknife estimate of $P(G_1 > G_2)$ for all of the examples in Table 1 is 0.

Finally, we tried a bootstrap estimate [11] of $P(G_1 > G_2)$. This gave better estimates, but at a computational cost. We found that in order to reliably get two decimal places of precision required over $10^k$ bootstrap samples. We also found two tricks that dramatically improved the bootstrap's ability to approximate $P(G_1 > G_2)$: (a) generate the bootstrap samples using the Laplace-smoothed
Table 2: Performance of techniques for determining when to split a fertile node, when compared on training 100 trees of 10k nodes on the MNIST handwritten digits dataset [12]. All three systems picked a split after at most 250 training samples. Both the Hoeffding Tree and bootstrap systems used $p = 0.99$ for the probability of the splitting decision being correct, so for the bootstrap system, $\lceil -\log_2 0.01 \rceil = 7$ bootstrap samples were used. Each training step processes 1k training samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Test Accuracy</th>
<th># Training Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>16,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoeffding Tree</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bootstrap</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

class frequency estimates (i.e., pick a sample from class $j$ with probability $(C_j + 1)/(\sum_k C_k + 1)$ instead of $C_j/(\sum_k C_k)$), and (b) assign half the weight to $P(G_1 > G_2)$ when the two bootstrap samples had the same Gini impurity. Table [1] shows how the bootstrap estimates obtained in this way generally track the true $P(G_1 > G_2)$.

Table 2 compares three of these techniques on the MNIST dataset. All three give almost exactly the same test set accuracy, but the training time is reduced modestly with the Hoeffding Tree bound and dramatically with the bootstrap technique. In the bootstrap system, we use the standard trick of drawing just enough samples to let us take an action with the desired statistical confidence.

## 5 Experiments

We ran three sets of experiments, confirming the performance of TensorForest against full batch methods, exploring scalability and the benefit of very large forests, and demonstrating the utility of being integrated with the larger TensorFlow platform.

### Comparing with scikit-learn.

Table 3 compares TensorForest with the ExtraTrees implementation in scikit-learn on a selection of datasets from the UCI ML Repository [13]. Both systems use the extremely randomized approach, but ExtraTrees is a batch algorithm while TensorForest is entirely online. For these and the other runs reported on in this section, the forests consist of 100 trees with 10k nodes. The two systems have comparable accuracy, with TensorForest sacrificing a small percentage for its increased scalability. For small data sets, TensorForest does not train more quickly due to overhead from the larger TensorFlow platform. However, for the larger HIGGS data set, TensorForest trains in about one percent of the time taken by scikit-learn, even without taking advantage of distributed training. The next experiments show that TensorForest scales up many additional orders of magnitude.

### Exploring Larger Forests.

One of the more interesting trends from work in deep learning around the year 2010 was the finding that for very large data sets, increasing model capacity leads to
Figure 3: Log loss as a function of tree size on the Criteo data set (lower is better). These results show increasingly better predictive performance with larger forests; there is not yet a performance plateau.

increased predictive performance. Indeed, much of the success of deep models at this time was based on infrastructure allowing increases in model size and training data.

To see if similar trends might hold for random forests, we ran a series of models on the Criteo data set [14]. Criteo is a binary classification problem to predict ad clicks, containing 13 continuous and 26 categorical features with 37M training and 4M evaluation examples. We tested up to 100M-node forests with a range of max nodes and number of trees, with a minimum of 500 samples at each node and a maximum of 1000. Training and evaluation were performed on Google shared resources with 2-20 trees per machine; training time ranged from a few minutes for smaller forests to 2-3 days for larger ones. Note that comparison with full-batch methods on this data is computationally infeasible. The results in Figure 3 show a clear log-linear trend, with increasingly larger forests giving increasingly better results. Interestingly, even with 100M nodes in the forest we don’t yet hit a performance plateau. It seems likely that just as continuing to increase model size for deep networks led to additional wins, the same trend may hold true for random forests. This would be useful given that inference with tree-based methods can be far cheaper in terms of computational cost.

To demonstrate this, we ran a set of experiments on the ILSVRC2012 imagenet data, using the lower levels of a pre-trained version of the publicly available state-of-the-art Inception-ResNet-v2 model [15] as a fixed embedding for input features. The final dropout, fully connected layer, and softmax layer were removed from the deep model (totalling roughly 1.5M parameters); the final averaging layer was used as the embedding. No cropping was done. The current best Top-1 accuracy for this prediction task in this form is 80.1% with the full model, but was 75% as recently as 2015 [15].

The results shown in Table 4 for this preliminary experiment are not intended to establish a new state of the art, but do show that strong predictive accuracy is achievable using a random forest approach with the pre-trained embedding while using much smaller models. Even more salient, setting up and running these experiments was easily possible within a clean, well integrated framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Num. Trees</th>
<th>Max Nodes Per Tree</th>
<th>Total Forest Size</th>
<th>Top-1 Accuracy</th>
<th>Top-5 Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2k</td>
<td>40k</td>
<td>64.7</td>
<td>76.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>4k</td>
<td>160k</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>83.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>6k</td>
<td>300k</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>85.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>5k</td>
<td>1,500k</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>92.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Results on ILSVRC2012 image recognition data, using TensorForest with the early layers of a pre-trained Inception-ResNet-v2 model as a fixed embedding for input. The best of these results approach the current state of the art and show the potential utility of random forests integrated within the larger TensorFlow ecosystem.
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